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In 1978, Sikorsky introduced the UH60 helicopter as a transport,
medevac, special ops, escort, and reconnaissance platform to
replace the UH-1 "Huey" that had become a legend in Vietnam.
Nearly a quarter century hence, the "Black Hawk" remains the
world's premiere military helicopter.This colorful look back at the
namesake of the 2001 blockbuster film examines the development,
capabilities, specifications, and active service of variants by branch
of service-Army, Navy, and Air Force. Within each chapter, author
Steve Tomajczyk describes the histories and specifications of taskspecific variants and profiles typical missions. Included are the
UH-60Q Medevac, MH-60 Night Stalkers, SH-60B Sea Hawk, MH-60G
Pave Hawk special ops (infiltration and search-and-rescue), and the
CH-60 Sea Hawk amphibious support aircraft, among others.
UNARMED OVER HOSTILE TERRITORY...For a moment Wilson froze
and looked at the white-helmeted pilot who sat high on the nose of
the colossal fighter. Across the small void, he saw the pilot's eyes
peer over his mask. Dark, chilling eyes...Wilson kicked right rudder
to slide closer and jam any chance for a bandit gunshot. When the
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bandit pulled all the way over, almost on its back but in control, he
cursed in frustration at what he knew was coming next. The hostile
fighter reversed over the top in a negative-g maneuver, his nose
tracking down on Wilson like a falling sledgehammer in slow
motion. Horrified, Wilson realized he faced an imminent snapshot.
With the little air speed he had, his inverted his Hornet to avoid the
attack.His aircraft still rolling and ruddering, Wilson saw that the
monster had another weapon at its disposal...
From the New York Times bestselling authors of In the Company of
Heroes comes a thrilling account of military aviation for history
buffs and “for those who love vivid tales of battlefield heroics”
(Publishers Weekly). In the world of covert warfare, Special
Operations pilots are notoriously close-lipped about what they do.
They don’t talk about their missions to anyone outside their small
community. But now, Michael J. Durant and Steven Hartov shed
fascinating light on the mysterious elite commandos known as
SOAR (Special Operations Aviation Regiment) and take readers into
a shadowy world of combat they have only imagined.
The Rescue of Alfa Foxtrot 586
The Saga of Combat Search and Rescue
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Confronting the New Age of Threat
The Eldritch Roots of Dungeons and Dragons
Tc 3.04.4 / Fm 3.04.203
Fundamentals of Gear Design
This version includes all 21 chapters of Essentials of Fire Fighting, 6th Edition and adds
three chapters written and validated to meet the emergency medical and hazardous
materials requirements of NFPA® 1001, 2013 Edition. Chapter 22 specifically
addresses the Firefighter I and Firefighter II knowledge and skills requirements for the
emergency medical care competencies identified in NFPA® 1001, 2013 Edition Chapter
4. Chapters 23 and 24 meet the First Responder Awareness and Operations Levels for
Responders according to NFPA® 472: Standard for Competence of Responders to
Hazardous Materials/Weapons of Mass Destruction Incidents, 2012 Edition and OSHA
1910.120. The chapters also provide validated content to meet Section 6.6, MissionSpecific Competencies: Product Control, of NFPA® 472. The hazardous materials
information is adapted from the IFSTA Hazardous Materials for First Responders, 4th
Edition.
This textbook matches the course outline and objectives identified by the National Fire
Academy's Fire and Emergency Services Higher Education (FESHE) committee for the
Building Construction for Fire Protection core course. This new 3rd edition provides the
reader with basic instruction about how buildings are designed and constructed and
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how this relates to emergency operations. In addition to basic construction principles, a
new emphasis is placed on firefighter safety, newer types of construction that may be
difficult to identify, and green construction principles. This edition is illustrated with new
drawings and photos, case histories that emphasize real-life safety principles, key
terms, and review questions. Fire inspectors, preincident planners, fireground
commanders, investigators, and firefighters will all find useful and valuable information
in this new edition.
BUPERS 1610.1B
Committee on Military Nutrition Research
Model Designation of Military Aerospace Vehicles
Essentials of Fire Fighting and Fire Department Operations
Raven One
Leave No Man Behind
Adak
This biography of the pioneering WWI flying ace who mentored the Red Baron is “fascinating . .
. [it] captures combat aviation at its inception” (MiG Sweep: The Magazine of Aviation
Warriors). With a total of forty victories, Oswald Boelcke was Germany’s first ace in World
War I—and a century later he remains a towering figure in the history of air warfare, renowned
for his character, inspirational leadership, organizational genius, development of air-to-air
tactics, and impact on aerial doctrine. Paving the way for modern air forces across the world
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with his pioneering strategies, Boelcke had a dramatic effect on his contemporaries. The famed
Red Baron’s mentor, instructor, squadron commander, and friend, he exerted a tremendous
influence upon the German air force. He was one of the first pilots to be awarded the famous
Pour le Mérite, commonly recognized as the “Blue Max.” All of this was achieved after
overcoming medical obstacles in childhood and later life with willpower and determination.
Boelcke even gained the admiration of his enemies: After his tragic death in a midair collision,
Britain’s Royal Flying Corps dropped a wreath on his funeral, and several of his captured foes
sent another wreath from their German prison camp. His name and legacy live on, as seen in the
Luftwaffe’s designation of the Tactical Air Force Wing 31 “Boelcke.” This definitive biography
reveals his importance as a fighter pilot who set the standard in military aviation.
The activities of the Food and Nutrition Board's Committee on Military Nutrition Research
(CMNR, the committee) have been supported since 1994 by grant DAMD17-94-J-4046 from the
U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command (USAMRMC). This report fulfills the final
reporting requirement of the grant, and presents a summary of activities for the grant period
from December 1, 1994 through May 31, 1999. During this grant period, the CMNR has met
from three to six times each year in response to issues that are brought to the committee through
the Military Nutrition and Biochemistry Division of the U.S. Army Research Institute of
Environmental Medicine at Natick, Massachusetts, and the Military Operational Medicine
Program of USAMRMC at Fort Detrick, Maryland. The CMNR has submitted five workshop
reports (plus two preliminary reports), including one that is a joint project with the
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Subcommittee on Body Composition, Nutrition, and Health of Military Women; three letter
reports, and one brief report, all with recommendations, to the Commander, U.S. Army Medical
Research and Materiel Command, since September 1995 and has a brief report currently in
preparation. These reports are summarized in the following activity report with synopses of
additional topics for which reports were deferred pending completion of military research in
progress. This activity report includes as appendixes the conclusions and recommendations
from the nine reports and has been prepared in a fashion to allow rapid access to committee
recommendations on the topics covered over the time period.
The U.S. Navy is ready to execute the Nation's tasks at sea, from prompt and sustained combat
operations to every-day forward-presence, diplomacy and relief efforts. We operate worldwide,
in space, cyberspace, and throughout the maritime domain. The United States is and will remain
a maritime nation, and our security and prosperity are inextricably linked to our ability to
operate naval forces on, under and above the seas and oceans of the world. To that end, the
Navy executes programs that enable our Sailors, Marines, civilians, and forces to meet existing
and emerging challenges at sea with confidence. Six priorities guide today's planning,
programming, and budgeting decisions: (1) maintain a credible, modern, and survivable sea
based strategic deterrent; (2) sustain forward presence, distributed globally in places that
matter; (3) develop the capability and capacity to win decisively; (4) focus on critical afloat and
ashore readiness to ensure the Navy is adequately funded and ready; (5) enhance the Navy's
asymmetric capabilities in the physical domains as well as in cyberspace and the
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electromagnetic spectrum; and (6) sustain a relevant industrial base, particularly in
shipbuilding.
Proceedings of the United States Naval Institute
F-14 Tomcat Pilot's Flight Operating Manual Vol. 1
Top Secret Missions of the U.S. Army's Special Operations Aviation Regiment
A-7 Corsair Pilot's Flight Operating Manual
Flight Surgeon's Manual
Information Requirements (Reports) Manual
This list is reissued by the Department of Defense and its purpose is to prescribe
uniform procedures for designing and naming aerospace vehicles and to list
approved designators and popular names. DoD 4120.15-L
One Nation, Under Drones is an interesting and informative review of how robotic
and unmanned systems are impacting every aspect of American life, from how we
fight our wars to how we play to how we grow our food. Edited by John Jackson, this
highly readable book features chapters from a dozen experts, researchers, and
operators of the sophisticated systems that have become ubiquitous across the
nation and around the world. Press reports have focused primarily on unmanned
aerial vehicles, officially designated as UAVs, but more often referred to as
“drones.” This work takes you behind the scenes and describes how Predators,
Reapers, Scan Eagles, and dozens of other pilotless aircraft have been used to
fight the Global War on Terrorism. Although these systems seemed to emerge fullyPage 7/21
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developed into the skies above America’s distant battlefields following the attacks
of September 11, 2001, readers will discover that they actually trace their lineage
to World War I, when the “automatic airplane/aerial torpedo,” designed and built
by the Sperry Gyroscope Company, made its first flight just over a century ago.
Unmanned aircraft were used by various combatants in World War II and took
many forms: from converted manned bombers to intercontinental attacks on the
American homeland by rice-paper balloons. Technology developed in the latter
decades of the twentieth century enabled crews stationed thousands of miles away
to attack targets on remote battlefields. Such long-range and remote-controlled
weapons have been extensively used but are controversial from both legal and
ethical standpoints. Chapters written by international law specialists and drone
pilots with advanced education in ethics address these issues from both sides of
the argument. The book also details how robotic systems are being used on land,
in and below the seas, and in civilian applications such as driverless cars. Three
dozen photographs display drones as small as an insect up to those as large as a
737 airliner. One Nation, Under Drones covers such a wide array of topics that it
will be of interest to everyone from the casual reader seeking to know more about
these systems to national security professionals, both in and out of uniform, who
will be making decisions about their procurement and use in decades to come.
The LCS is a relatively inexpensive Navy surface combatant equipped with modular
¿plug-and-fight¿ mission packages. The basic version of the LCS, without any
mission packages, is referred to as the LCS sea frame. The Navy wants to field a
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force of 55 LCSs. Contents of this report: (1) Intro.; (2) Background: The LCS in
General; Two Industry Teams, Each with Its Own Design; Planned Procurement
Quantities; (3) Issues for Congress: New Acquisition Strategy Announced in 9/09;
Unit Procurement Cost Cap; Total Program Acquisition Cost; (4) Legislative Activity
for FY 2011. Appendices: Cost Growth on LCS Sea Frames; LCS Acquisition Strategy
Announced in 9/09. Charts and tables. This is a print on demand publication.
Rotary Wing Flight
Multiservice Helicopter Sling Load
Appendix N
Painting and Marking of Army Aircraft
Legality, Morality, and Utility of Unmanned Combat Systems
Logistics

Today, alongside its all-important operations in direct support of the Global War
on Terrorism, naval aviation also continues its now 60-year commitment to
shaping the maritime and littoral environment through persistent forward
presence. In the longer term, naval aviation is also adapting to a series of
geopolitical revolutions which will dramatically increase the future demand for a
secure sea base capable of projecting dominant power ashore in wartime
against the full spectrum of possible opponents. It is adapting to these demands
by exploiting technologies and operational practices developed in the last
decade that will greatly increase its ability to surge and concentrate forces
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rapidly; protect the sea base from new air, surface, and undersea threats; and
find, identify, locate, track, and strike mobile as well as fixed targets ashore,
under all weather conditions, and in timely enough fashion to produce the
desired effects. This report discusses the following topics: (1) Formal Alliances
Provide Predictable Access, Informal Coalitions Do Not; (2) Distributed Ground
Forces Require Persistent, Distributed Air Support; (3) The Sea Shield Must Be
Dominant If the Sea Base Is to Be Effective; (4) Adapting; (5) The Spectrum from
Presence to Major Combat; (6) Technology and the Spectrum of Threat; (7) The
Value of Robust Airborne Early Warning (AEW) Aircraft; (8) No Substitute for
Range in Carrier Aviation; (9) The Need for Airborne Electronic Attack (AEA) is
Not Going Away; (10) Land-Based Maritime Patrol Aircraft; (11) Multimission
Helicopters; (12) New Capabilities and Challenges; (13) Eliminating the Weather
Sanctuary for Mobile Targets; (14) Providing a Dominant Defense of the Sea
Base; (15) Shoot Archers Not Arrows; (16) Make Opposing Submarines Pay for
Their Inevitable Indiscretions; (17) Get Back in the Counter-Surveillance
Business; and (18) The Force of the Future.
Training Circular (TC) 3-04.4, "Fundamentals of Flight," presents the basic
physics of flight, the dynamics associated with rotary and FW aircraft, and
covers basic tactical flight profiles, formation flight, and maneuvering flight
techniques. It contains theoretical and practical concepts which Army Aviators
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and crewmembers apply to tactical and operational expertise technical base
from which Army Aviation executes its core competencies.
SECNAV M-5214.1: This Manual provides guidance to program managers and
action officers who need to obtain information from the public, other Federal
agencies, and within the DON and provides them with the procedures necessary
to license their information requirements. It also provides guidance to assist
information management control managers on the operation of their information
collection programs.
Ordnance Operations (FM 4-30)
The Future of Naval Aviation
In the United States Navy, 1945-2015
Crimes of Command
Codes
In the tradition of great tales of men against the sea, this story offers a compelling look at courage and
commitment in the face of certain tragedy. It is a powerful blend of human drama and real-life naval
operations, but unlike most books in the genre, its heroes are airmen not seamen, and most survived their
ordeal. Published on the twentieth-fifth anniversary of Alfa Foxtrot 586's fatal mission as a tribute to
those lost, the account was written by a naval aviator who has flown the same aircraft on the same
mission from the same air base. The aircraft is a P-3 Orion on station during a sensitive mission off the
Kamchatka Peninsula in the north Pacific. The time is mid-day on 26 October 1978. Andy Jampoler
takes readers into the cockpit of the turboprop as a propeller malfunction turns into an engine fire,
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eventually forcing Jerry Grigsby to ditch his patrol plane into the empty, mountainous seas west of the
Aleutian Islands. His fourteen crewmembers, strapped in their seats, expect the worst--and get it. The
aircraft goes down in just ninety seconds, taking one of the three rafts with it. A second raft, terribly
overcrowded, soon begins to leak. The flight crew's desperate battle to survive is told with the authority,
drama, and sensitivity that only someone with the author's background could provide. He draws on
interviews with survivors, searchers, and even the master of the Soviet fishing trawler that saved the
living and recovered the bodies of the dead. He also draws on recordings of radio communications,
messages in the files of the state and defense departments, and the patrol squadron's own investigation of
the ditching. Everyone who likes survival epics and enjoys reading sea and air adventures will be
entertained by this engrossing true story.
Fielding one of the world's largest and most potent air forces, the US Navy operates a plethora of
warplanes from the decks of its carriers - from state-of-the-art fighters, electronic jammers and
surveillance platforms to training, tanking, rescue and on-board delivery assets. Warplanes of the Fleet
examines the Navy's 10 carrier-based aircraft (including helicopters) in extraordinary detail, describing
their development, avionics, weapon systems, missions and unit operators. This important reference
work is packed with information, and superbly illustrated throughout with hundreds of color photos and
detailed artwork. The aircraft profiled include: F/A-18C/D Hornet; F/A-18E/F Super Hornet; F-14
Tomcat; Ea-6B Prowler; E-2 Hawkeye; S-3 Viking; C-2 Greyhound; T-45 Goshawk; HH/MH/SH-60
Seahawk; and MH-53 Sea Dragon.
In 1902 when Lt. Ridley McLean first wrote this "sailor's bible, " he described it as a manual for every
person in the naval service. One hundred years later, it continues to serve as a primer for newly enlisted
sailors and as a basic reference for all naval personnel--from seaman to admiral. New technology is
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artfully blended with ancient heritage, facts and figures are augmented by helpful advice, and the
mysterious language of the sea is preserved and deciphered in a volume that has served the United States
Navy for an entire century. Updated throughout, the book provides the latest Navy ratings, uniforms,
ships, aircraft, and weapons as well as current Navy policies on hazing, fraternization, education, and
physical fitness, and a completely new chapter explaining the Navy's mission in terms of its rich
heritage.
Background, Issues, and Options for Congress
Engineering Mechanics
Germany's First Fighter Ace and Father of Air Combat
Oswald Boelcke
Warplanes of the Fleet
The Future of Violence - Robots and Germs, Hackers and Drones
The terrifying new role of technology in a world at war
"Company policy forbids me from exchanging my blood, my soul, or my firstborn child with
customers..." When Ross starts working third-shift at a gas station, he doesn't think anything
extraordinary will happen. He expects a lot of quiet shifts. Well, you know what they say about
assumptions. One explosion later and he's the personal assistant to a vampire-who he admits
is not only sexy, but the sane one-in charge of his supernatural clan's paperwork, and
managing any trouble the members get into. Spoiler alert: the clan can get into quite a bit of
trouble. Ross is definitely not paid enough for this. Tags: The crack ship armada sails again,
and then it got out of hand, poor put upon retail workers, Ross didn't deserve this, Fate is cruel,
so am I, the trauma of changing jobs, Ross has a paperclip and knows how to use it, Ross isn't
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clear if he's a PA, bartender, or babysitter, troublesome werewolves, Australian wizards, spells
gone awry, very awry, sexy vampires, developing relationship, coming out, not a single degree
of chill from Glenn where Ross is concerned, slow burn, boss/secretary, light bondage, Ross
has to teach ancient mythical beings how to text, pray for him, SHENANIGANS, did I mention
crack?, the most absurd workplace romance in history
An anthology investigating the influences behind Dungeons & Dragons, the most popular
modern role-playing game. Drawing upon the original list of “inspirational reading” provided by
Gary Gygax in the first Dungeon Master's Guide, published in 1979, as well as hobbyist
magazines and related periodicals that helped to define the modern role-playing game,
Appendix N offers a colletion of short fiction and resonant fragments that reveal the literary
influences that shaped Dungeons & Dragons, the world's most popular RPG. The stories in
Appendix N contextualize the ambitious lyrical excursions that helped set the adventurous tone
and dank, dungeon-crawling atmospheres of fantasy roleplay as we know it today. Featuring
tales by Poul Anderson, Frank Brunner, Ramsey Campbell, Lin Carter, Lord Dunsany, Robert
E. Howard, Tanith Lee, Fritz Leiber, H. P. Lovecraft, David Madison, Michael Moorcock, C. L.
Moore, Fred Saberhagen, Clark Ashton Smith, Margaret St. Clair, Jack Vance, and Manly
Wade Wellman.
Activity Report 1994-1999
Basic Operations And Equipment: COMDTINST M13482.2B
Gulf War Air Power Survey
U.S. Navy Program Guide - 2017
Blackhawk
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The Bluejackets' Manual

Multiservice Helicopter Sling Load: Basic Operations And Equipment
COMDTINST M13482.2B; TM 4-48.09 (FM 4-20.197); MCRP 4-11.3E; NTTP
3-04.11; AFMAN 11-223 On the Cover: K9 Piper is one of the very special
dogs that keep airports safe. You can find Piper's social media accounts by
searching: @airportsk9. This manual is one of a series of manuals for
aviation and ground personnel who perform helicopter sling load missions
ashore or aboard ship. These manuals are a coordinated effort of the US
Army, US Marine Corps, US Navy, US Air Force, and US Coast Guard. All
services participate in the sling load certification program begun by the
Army in 1984. These manuals include standardized rigging procedures and
other information from that program. Efforts were made to standardize
ground crew and hookup procedures and terminology. The terms
"helicopter" and "aircraft" refer to vertical lift aircraft that participate in
sling load operations. Where service-unique requirements apply to an
entire chapter or body of text, the service initials are at the beginning of the
chapter or text. Otherwise the initials are at the end of the applicable
sentence. The information in this manual will familiarize personnel with the
sling sets, cargo nets, and other sling load equipment in the DOD
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inventory. It will also acquaint them with the helicopters used for sling load
and provide basic procedures for rigging and hooking up loads. Rigging
equipment and procedures described in this manual may not be authorized
for all aircraft or services because of equipment or service restrictions.
This manual does not provide details on aviation operations nor does it
present detailed data that is normally contained in unit standing operating
procedures (SOPs). Why buy a book you can download for free? We print
the paperback book so you don't have to. First you gotta find a good clean
(legible) copy and make sure it's the latest version (not always easy). Some
documents found on the web are missing some pages or the image quality
is so poor, they are difficult to read. If you find a good copy, you could print
it using a network printer you share with 100 other people (typically its
either out of paper or toner). If it's just a 10-page document, no problem,
but if it's 250-pages, you will need to punch 3 holes in all those pages and
put it in a 3-ring binder. Takes at least an hour. It's much more costeffective to just order the bound paperback from Amazon.com This book
includes original commentary which is copyright material. Note that
government documents are in the public domain. We print these
paperbacks as a service so you don't have to. The books are compact,
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tightly-bound paperback, full-size (8 1/2 by 11 inches), with large text and
glossy covers. 4th Watch Publishing Co. is a HUBZONE SDVOSB. https:
//usgovpub.com
COURSE OVERVIEW: Basic Military Requirements, NAVEDTRA 14325, is a
self-study training manual (TRAMAN)/nonresidsent training course (NRTC)
that covers the basic knowledges required of the men and women of the
U.S. Navy and Naval Reserve. This TRAMAN/NRTC provides subject matter
that directly relates to the naval standards for the apprenticeship (E-2/E-3)
rates. The naval standards are found in the Manual of Navy Enlisted
Manpower and Personnel Classification and Occupational Standards
(Volume 1), NAVPERS 18068F. THE COURSE: This self-study course is
organized into subject matter areas, each containing learning objectives to
help you determine what you should learn along with text and illustrations
to help you understand the information. The subject matter reflects day-today requirements and experiences of personnel in the rating or skill area. It
also reflects guidance provided by Enlisted Community Managers (ECMs)
and other senior personnel, technical references, instructions, etc.
ought¿s A-7 Corsair II served the U.S. Navy for over over two decades, and
flew with distinction during the Vietnam conflict. The subsonic A-7 was
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based on Chance Vought¿s supersonic F-8 Crusader. It boasted a headsup display, an inertial navigation system, and other innovations. The plane
entered service in 1966, and served in Vietnam in late 1967. Its performance
was impressive. The USS Ranger¿s VA-147 flew over 1,400 sorties with the
loss of only one aircraft. The Air Force purchased an advanced version, the
A-7D, equipped with a more powerful engine. The plane later flew missions
over Lebanon, Libya, Grenada, Panama, and Iraq. The last planes in U.S
inventory were retired in 1991. Originally printed by the U.S. Navy and
Vought, this handbook for the A-7 provides a fascinating glimpse inside the
cockpit of this famous aircraft. Originally classified ¿restricted¿, the
manual was recently declassified and is here reprinted in book form.
The Naval Aviation Maintenance Program (NAMP).: Maintenance data
systems
ARL TR.
Building Construction Related to the Fire Service
Adult CPR
Navy Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) Program
Fundamentals of Flight
Crimes of Command illuminates the Navy's changed understanding of responsibility,
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accountability, and culpability from the end of World War II until today. From the ship that
delivered the atomic bomb but lost 800 sailors to sharks, through Tailhook and the drunken
debauchery that marked a generation of officers, to the 2017 Pacific Fleet collisions that took
seventeen lives this story shows how the Navy's treasured ideal of accountability is a tradition
without substance, a well-meaning concept romanticized by the inexperienced and used to
maintain control over the Navy and it's heritage. This is the story of how one of the Nation's
most revered institutions lost its way and the plan to get her back on track.
Beginning with the birth of combat aircraft in World War I and the early attempts to rescue
warriors trapped behind enemy lines, Leave No Man Behind chronicles in depth nearly one
hundred years of combat search and rescue (CSAR). All major U.S. combat operations from
World War II to the early years of the Iraq War are covered, including previously classified
missions and several Medal-of-Honor-winning operations. Authors George Galdorisi and
Tom Phillips (both veteran U.S. Navy helicopter pilots) highlight individual acts of heroism
while telling the big-picture story of the creation and development of modern CSAR. Although
individual missions have their successes and failures, CSAR, as an institution, would seem
beyond reproach, an obvious necessity. The organizational history of CSAR, however, is not
entirely positive. The armed services, particularly the U.S. Air Force and Navy, have a
tendency to cut CSAR at the end of a conflict, leaving no infrastructure prepared for the next
time that the brave men and women of our armed forces find themselves behind enemy lines.
The final chapter has not yet been written for U.S. combat search and rescue, but in view of
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the life-saving potential of these forces, an open and forthright review of U.S. military CSAR
plans and policies is long overdue. Beyond the exciting stories of heroic victories and
heartrending defeats, Leave No Man Behind stimulates debate on this important subject.
The purpose of the ordnance corps is to support the development, production, acquisition and
sustainment of equipment- including weapons systems and munitions- and to provide
explosive ordnance disposal (EOD), during peace and war, to provide superior combat power
to the United States (U.S.) Army. The ordnance corps has a rich and robust history of
supporting the force dating back from the American Revolution to present day. The future of
our nation and Army will continue to be engaged in an era of "persistent conflict" a period of
protracted confrontation among states, non-state, and individual actors increasingly willing to
use violence to achieve their political and ideological ends. The ordnance corps must evolve
and remain the indispensable sustainment warfighting function in order for the Army to
successfully execute simultaneous and protracted operations.
The Tribulations of Ross Young, Supernat PA
BUPERS Instruction 1610. 1B
Navy Performance Evaluation System
Navy Basic Military Requirements (Navedtra 14325) - Nonresident Training Course
One Nation, Under Drones
SecNav M-5214. 1

Proceedings of the United States Naval InstituteA-7 Corsair Pilot's Flight Operating
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ManualLulu.com
The Night Stalkers
Personnel Classification
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